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Student fee may increase Joining together
by Kim Wimpsett
Editor
Students probably will see a small
increase on their fee statements in the
fall.
The Minnesota State University
Student Association Pres id e ntial

Board of Directors, which includes
the seven student body pres ident_s

from each state university, approved
a 4-cent per-credit increase in the

MSUSAfee.
The recommendation will go to the
Minnesota Higher Education Board
this month to be voted on.

The current fee is I 3 cents a crernt.
Priorities for the income generated
by the in crease include the
continuation of a cultural diversity

program, expanding the federa l credit
union to more campuses and funding

student travel to conferences.
Fee s tatements will see other
increases next year. Because the
April 19 refe rendum approving
exchanging higher student activity
fees for free admission into sporting
events passed, that fee will increase
by 36 cents per cred it with a
maximum charge of $4.32. Student
Government has passed a resolution
that this vote be re-examined. Interim
President Bess is look ing at the
proposal now, said Robert Swanson,
chief justice.
The Academic Computer Fee
Committee also has recommended a
25-cent increase in student computer
fees to $1 per credit hour. Twelve
credits would be the ma ximum
charged.
Both actions must be approved by
the president.

SGS student foils theft
by Michael R. Koehler
News editor
An observant student aided in
the apprehension of thieves who
s~ruck cars o n campus last week.
Adam Oas, SCS sophomore,
was looking out a window at
about 3 a.m. May 2 in Hill-Case
Hall overlooki ng A Lot when he
saw some thing out of the
ordinary.
"I saw one person walking up
and down the aisles of the cars
looking into them s hinin g a
flashlight in, and I thought it was
a security officer," he said.
Three people were alleged ly
" casing" the lot, one in a gray
Grand Am and two on foot. A car
window was broken and tools
were fou nd after t he suspects
were arrested by St. Cloud police,
according to Mark Petrick,
Oniversity Public Safety director.
The two men on foot, ages 21

and 27 were not SCS students,
according
to
Capt.
Len
Smallwood, St. Cloud Po lice
infonnation officer.
Neither the student officers nor
police at the scene were aware of
the third male in the car.
" I sprinted downstairs and my
car was in the street in front of the
A Lot. So, I just kind of
nonchalantly got in my car, and I
pulled into the loading zone in
front of Case Hall," Oas said.
Oas followed the gray Grand
Am to a sto p sign near Cobom's
Fifth Avenue and was able to read
the car's li cense plate. He went
back to campus and gave the plate
letters and numbers to the police,
he said.
Oas said he does not consider
himself a hero or a security
officer. "It's not my job, I jus t
happened to be in the right place
at the right time."

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

Students join hands Wednesday to promote cultural diversity during
Hands Across Campus. Tile event, organized by Public Relations Student
Society of America, is in its third year at SCS.

Candidates debate issues, election results final today
John Skoog spoke to a handful of
st uden ts in Atwood Memorial
Center.
Mickelson, who is president of
The fou, Studentmn·
the Association of Non-traditional
Governme nt
Students, said he wants to have
president i a I
open forums twice a week where
cand;dates debated
-students can address issues right
Monday.
away.
Sophomores
Samaroo said he would lead by
Gordon "Mick"
Mickelson and Trevor Samaroo, example. "I'm embedded within
the
heart and soul of the building.
junior Keesha Gaskins and senior

by Eric Skogman
Assistant news editor
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I'm not that selfish. Ifl'm not that students. We' re here to represent
true to myself, how can I be true · the people we like, the people we
don't like," Gaskins said. "There
to the people?" he said.
Gaskins said she wants an are some things I know students
institution that maintains want." Students would like to
students' interest. She wants to have more affordable parking and
develop outreach programs and lowered or stabilized student fees,
open forums where students can she said.
Skoog addressed the childcare
address issues that concern them,
issue and racism issues at SCS.
she said.
.. The purpose of forums and He said he has been proposing
outreach is to talk to different better childcare for most of the

Business -7

Sports -9

Diversions-15

year. He also has been active with
racism issues, Student Coalition
Against Racism and the rebirth of
the Human Rights Commission,
he said. "Racism affects
everybody. That's why I try to do
the things I do as a white person."
Elections for the president, vice
president and senator positions
were Tuesday and Wednesday. At
press time Thursday, results were
not yet announced.
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MEChA protest,
hunger strike
continue
by Mike Peters
Assistant managing editor
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
continues its hunger strike for the eighth day in
protest to the 13 demands they say are not being met
by SCS administration.
MEChA rejected a letter addressing each of the 13
demands from Interim President Robert Bess. "We are
looking fo r concrete commitments from the
university, and they weren't there," said MEChA
member Walter Ochoa Reyes.
Beginning today, the seven hunger strikers will
switch from juice to water to carry their protest even
further, Reyes said.
Reyes said the protest is not solely for MEChA.
"This is about getting a decent education. This is
about providing support so people can continue their
studies."
Although there is some concern three hunger
strikers are not students, it should not be an issue, said
Tanya Hebert, SCS freshman and member of
MEChA. ''We feel this is irrevelant when you
consi der two factors. The list of demands were
compi led by numerous students and we have received
hundreds of SCS signatures on petitions supporting
our cause.''
MEChA members have been supported as well as
harassed while protesting during the last week.
Someone had pizzas delivered to hunger strikers last
weekend, said Adrian Contreras, hunger striker.
The Student Coalition Against Racism has planned
a rally today at 11 a.m. The rally will address the
MEChA protest, Rick Miyahara, hunger striker said.
A candlelight vigil also has been planned for 8:30
p.m. Friday, he said.

What Bess says ...

MEChA demands

.. We can develop mechanisms within CQntractual
requi~ments and traditions of SCS whith will
substan1iallyaccomplishthegoalofimproved
rccruitingandhiringoffacu[lyaodstaffofcolor.
TI>ereisanecdforadditionalitudentorgani:ration
officespaccinAMC,panicular!yfororg:anizations
~presenlingstudentsofCQ]or.Thisissueisbeing
add~ssed by AMC staff and your reprcscnlalivc

STUDENT OF COLOR BOARD

MULTICULTtJR.<\l. RESOURCE CENTER

Racismprevemioolrainingisbeiogconductedwhhin
oricntalionclas.!es. Thisisapilotprogram.Outgoalis
tohavcaprogramwhich~achcsallsrudcntssoon
aftertheyentcrtheuniversity.

CUI.'nJR.AL AWARENESS SESSIONS

Allhoughllia.vesupportedlhceff01tsofUFWto
improve the conditions of agricultural workers for
many years. it iJ sometimes difficult to know bow !hit
applies in panicularcircumstanccs

NO TAB~ GRAPES

Tbecultura!«oterisgoillgtobeasticklaandquite
fnilklyisWC~ottrpoimoflllourdcmaod1.lt"1
probablygoingtogettitdupinAtwood. Tbeeu!tural
«nterdotsn'tlooklll!hatpo:sitivcbcc•uselbtn,an,
too many individuab with their own per,oru.l agendas
Wc"rewillingoocompromiseon!hi1iuuc. Wb.11wc
-.·ao1i:ttheabilityforiildMduabto be1bltto.occess
lhelnfonnatiooin a timelyrnanner.Thcprot,ltmi1
111anttomake11.1rethatsomcthingphysicalcxiru
111hichrccognizc1thedistioctivenenofoppressed

HUUNG, RETAINING OF
FACULTY, STAFF OF COLOR

lamdire.::liogthcOfficeofMinorityStudco!
Programs1odcveloparcportiocludill3
recommi,ndationsforcorrectiveactionifneeded.

RETENl10N, RECRUITMENT
OF S11JDENTS OF COWR

ThcCo!lcgeofSocialScienceshasreecmlyappointed
Dr.PetcrSicgal101cachLalinAmericanHiSIOrywith
an emphasis on Mexico and to de.-elop oew courses
inChicanoStudies .... Presently.wc arede\"elopingali
AmericaolndianStudicsminor.... ltmaybepossiblc
toutilizcresowcescreatively1osupportbolh efforts
concurrcn11y.
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""""

tthulli:Jlbeenmctytt

~dcmandbasbeenmet.l'mllmostpositivethal
dcmandwil!bemet.

Aflermeetingwilht!htf.ocultyassociatioo,"tbi ngs
lookg<)Od.Thcy admit lheyha,·cgap$.ThiSprottllil
ilboutf~_tmglhosegap$

Thalwillhavetowait.

Tbings!ookbopcful.Wc"relookingtoworktowlU'd
those ends. 00( IICCCIHrily immediate majors and
minorsoncampus .Students areo·t gi"Cn cnough

a-editk,rlbcirintclligcnce.Thcuni•enil)lisbertto
servelhe1tlldcnts. We"retryingl0eocooragi'studen11
tolcamaboutolher peoplc.

INCENSE !i oqtMS
... 1be Minnesota State University Board Office has
ag=<I to the elimination of the term "Hispanic~ from
itsethnicclassification ·· ·,

NO "'IDSPANJC"
HIRING A LEGAL ADVOCATE
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[StudentGovcrnmemdiscussedabillcocreatca
culturaldivers.itycomrninee ye$tetday.)
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(Thisboard)canbetheadvocacyforcontinuingthe
Jtrugglcc•enafterthi1i1o•er.Wc111antedtosetup ,
sometypcofmt<:hanismtoensuretheseguarantc<:sbe

1h11 PALS is not sct up for this sean:h of culnim. We

Weagreethereisacontinuingncedtoiocrcasethe
hiringoffacultyandstaffofCQlor,androdosoin
ways which address the divern: needs ofl;,oth
1tudentsandourctttrieufum

DIVEBSrrY COMM11TEE~ •

... Should I be convinced that it is being eng,gcd ia STOP, DIVIDE,AN[)-CONQUER. TACflCS

cs~:Ui ~:.i;~:: ~~~;~

Wal ta Ocboa Reyes. spol.cs.man for MEO!A

~·

CULnJRAL CENTER IN AMC

LRS has made major strides toward eMuring its
collectionsiocludemuhicultural materials relevant to
allgroupsandtha11hesebcsubstantialandaccess'ible.:
Wcwill,howcvcr,iovestigatc thepos1ibiLityofa
spcciallocationwhicbwouldseivelSlhc e otrypoint
ro all of lhc multicultural resources within LRS

[StudeotGo-.1.passedabil!tohirea legal advocate.)

What MEChA says ...

lfeelitwi!lbe solved

lt lootuol"Cdbutthmisnoguanntec.Thcreare
.ilil110melittle1aing1lhatneedtobetied.
Studelll Government has been
vcryrespoos'ive.
Aff#Uwe're
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beailakeucarcofcx.:cptforthe
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Guest speakers, panels educate campus about sexism
by Jeremy Griffith
Staff writer

Melissa Joy Libby/Staff photographer
Rose Theilen discusses sexism and sexual violence Thursday
evening in the AMC South Voyageur Room. The presentation
was' part of the third annual series on sexism and sexual
violence.

The battle to prevent
sexual violence and sexism
was waged on campus again
this week as keynote speakers
and panels, sponsored by the
Women's Equality Group,
promoted awareness.
Rose Theilen and Chuck
Derry spoke about the equal
responsibilities of women and
men to end violence and
sexism against women as a
part of this week's program
Thursday
at
Atwood
Memorial Center.
Theilen teaches part time
in the human relations
department. Derry works at a
battered women's shelter.
Theilen and Derry speak as
a team in different forums to
educate
audiences on
preventing sexism.
Theilen
occasionally
teaches a class on how to
recognize
and
avoid
oppressive relationships. "I
am here to end vio lence
against women and all
people, whoever they are."
she said.
The team spoke for an hour
and then opened up for
questions from the audience.
Much of the discussion
centered
on
persona l
experiences
concerning
separate views of the issue.

Theilen discussed her
situation as a young woman
in high school, growing up
believing stereotypes of how
women were supposed to
look and behave; attracting
men and being loved, s he
said. Theilen had been
exploited and raped by a
boyfriend, she said.
Derry said many of his
boyhood attitudes were
formed around the premise
that anything feminine was
inferior.
As a young man he
contributed to sexism around
him by participating in
negati ve sexual encounters,
he said. "Any woman we saw
who got drunk and had sex
was a slut. But we thought we
weren't to blame, even if we
got them <lrunk in the first
place," Derry said.
Derry addressed fears of
men who do not want to
participate in sexism but are
afraid of ridicule from peers.
"If you stop participating in
sexism as a man, will you
have fun, friends and sex
again?" Derry said.
Derry pointed out men who
do not confront other men
about sexism are just
contributing to a sexist
culture. "How much would it
hurt to say those lhings just
aren't funny anymore,
especially when women are

afraid of being raped on a
date or a late,night walk?"
Derry asked.
For women to confront
men on sexism is difficult,
Theilen said. She spoke of an
encounter she had with a
sales clerk. The store she was
in had hats with sexist
slogans. She asked the clerk
to remove the hats, but the
clerk replied, "It's just a joke,
lad y. These things weren't
meant for you." Later,
Theilen and some friends
conspired to steal the hats and
she has them today, she said.
In a simi lar situation, Derry
confronted a store manager
on some sexua lly explicit
material. "I make economic
choices on where I shop. I
don't go to places that have
this material. It doesn't reflect
well on men or women," he
said. Theilen said the material
was removed because Derry
was male. "If a woman had
done that, she would have
been ignored. Chuck learned
from my situation, but it still
makes no difference for me,"
she said. It is important for
men to team up with women
to fight sexism and violence,
she said.
The program was put on as
part of the Third Annual
Perspectives on Sexism
which continues through
Thursday.
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Special events surround
Malcolm X celebration
The Council of African American Students is sponsoring
a celebration of Malcolm X Saturday.

"A Struggle for Identity: A Celebration of Malcolm X
and His Message" will include speakers and workshops
celebrating Malcolm X and black men and women.
Dale Cole, an SCS graduate student, will speak at 9 a.m .
in AtWood Memorial Center Valhalla Room about the
message of Malcolm X and the applications in collegiate
life. Rev. William Alfred Watson III, spiritual leader of
Masedonia Baptist Church in Minneapolis, will speak at
12:15 p.m. in AMC Valhalla Room about inspiration and
motivation. Lloyd Daniel, an author of two books of
poems and essays, will speak at 5:15 p.m. in AMC Valhalla
Room.
Workshops also will take place throughout the day. At
10:15 a.m. and 11:15 a.m. in AMC St. Croix Room the
workshop "Reflecting Black: The Courage to Heal
Ourselves" will take place, It is designed to celebrate and
experience history in order to make people more
emotionally and spiritually healthy. Also, at 10:15 a.m. and
11:15 a.m. in AMC Mississippi Room the workshop "Just a
Sister Away: A Workshop Exclusively for Women of
Color" will take place. It is designed to encou rage
relationships between women of color.
At 1:45 p.m. and 2:45 p.m. in AMC Mississippi Room the
workshop "Friends, Lovers and Soulmates: Helpful Hints
on Better Relationships between Black Men and Women"
will take place. It is designed to guide and assist black
people through the joys and pitfalls of relationships, At the
same times in AMC St. Croix Room, the workshop "Power
Concedes Nothing Without a Demand - So Open Your
Mouth" will take place. It is designed to show people the
most effective ways of protesting and the value of being
outspoken in today's society.

Campus honored for programs
eliminating energy waste
by Jessica Foster
Managing editor
In
recognition
of
enviro nme ntal consciousness
and efforts to minimize a nd
prevent po lluti on, SCS was
granted the MN Great Award.
The award reflects programs
which have significantly
reduced the amount of
resources or energy used, Eight
SCS staff members were
honored for their efforts.
Peter J agaraj from SCS
Computer Services and Fran
Neiderme ier, SCS Business
Office purchasing supervisor,
converted the SCS purchasing
system into a computer-based
program.
The change reduced the
amount of paper used from
108,000 to 36,000 recyclable
sheets. Non-recyclab le paper
was used before, Jagaraj said.
·'Normally, purchasing orders
took two to three days to
process. With the computer
system, purchase o rders on ly

take three minutes," Jagaraj
said.
On the ice , the National
Hockey Cemer now sports an
electric-powered Zamboni, The
new machine cost about
$75,000,
approximate ly
$20,000 more than a propanepowered Zamboni, said Joe
Meierhofer, Director of
Operations for the National
Hockey Center.
"T hey are a little more
expensive but we ll worth it
environmentally," he said.
The electric carts are more
efficient to run, so Meierhofer
estimates the cost will be made
up. ''The way we use them, the
cost will be made up in less
thari three years," he said.
" It is a wonderful mach ine
and I can't wait to get another
one," Meierhofer said
Other programs mentioned
include e limination of battery
operated fire alarms in
residence halls to be replaced
with a hard w ire system,
suggested by SCS buildings

Real classes for real jobs.

Biology department to
recognize alumna
SCS' Department of Biological Sciences will recognize an
alumna· during a Distinguished Alumni Lecture and Award
Ceremony at 1 p.m. today in Atwood Memorial Center
North Voyageurs Room.
·
Linda Lasure, president of Lasure and Crawford, Inc. and
Worldwide Research and Development, will present ''From
Fruit Flies to Drug Discovery" during the ceremony.
Lasure is a 1968 SCS graduate with a biology and
chemistry degree. She earned a doctorate in genetics from
Syracuse University in 1972.
Lasure has directed several projects to search for new
therapeutic drugs.

Law officer .. firefighter. .. ambu-

lance attend,m1 ... rescue worker. ..
If you can handle life-threatening

EMERGENCY

Corrections

a University Chronicle will correct all errors occurring in
its news columns,
If yo u find a problem with a story - an error of fact or
a point requiring clarification - please call (612) 255•
4086.

emergencies, we can help you start

a satisfying, important career. The
EMT-Basic course prepares you

MEDICAL

for \vork on a Basic Life
S upport Ambulance , and is

the first stCp to become an
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Road work intensifies on
Highway 95
Road constr uction is intensifying on Highway 95
near the junction of Highway 23 about five miles east
of St. Cloud.
Flagging operations will take place during the next
two to three weeks on Highway 95 due to construction
equipment crossing the highway,
Motorists should expect delays as traffic in both
directions will be stopped frequently during daylight
hours Monday through Friday.
The project is expected to be completed in August.

and grounds employee Chuck
Lindgren. The new system is
ex pected to be in operation
July I.
Thirty tons of food scraps no
longer go into a landfill. They
are used by an area farmer for
animal feed. This program was
put into effect by Karla Stavos,
SCS
Building
Services
Manager, and saves the
university a $7 per-load fee for
disposal.
The award is put together by
the Minnesota Office of
Environmental Ass istance and
was presented to SCS at a
ceremony April 28,
Steve Ludwig, assistant vice
pre sident
for
facilities
management, and Barbara
Keller, Bui ldings and Grounds
coordinator of facil ities
management. developed the
nomination. Eugene Gilchrist,
vice
pre sident
for
Admini stra ti ve
Affairs,
supervises most of the areas
where the efforts have been
implemented.

EMT-Paramedic . It 's also the

commonly preferred level of
medical training for law office rs
and firefighters. Call 654-5048 or
800-222-1009 (extension 5048) or
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stop in at the Registrar's Office.
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Editorial
Past sacrifices

Students owe debt
to war veterans
With all the attention focused on local issues
affecting campus, including the MEChA hunger
strike, and the vote to elect a new Student
Government president, little as been said or done to
honor the men and women who served in our
armed forces during World War Il.

World wide celebrations are under way to mark
the 50th anniversary of the end of the war in
Europe. President Clinton is in Russia to celebrate
V-E Day and salute the sacrifices of those in the
former Soviet Union and the United States who
died defending freedom against fascism.
With the current debates over equality and
freedom of expression swirling around campus, it
is easy to lose sight of the historical context which
frames much of the controversy.
Without the sacrifices of a generation of men and
women who are now labeled as oppressors, bigots
and racists, much of the current debate would be
moot. They died defending the freedoms which we
too often take for granted.
The generation of young people who are
struggling to define themselves through protest and
debate fail to acknowledge the efforts of those who
have come before them.
Progress is made only by expanding on the
successes and learning from the failures of the past.
To neglect to recognize the efforts of war veterans
does a disservice to them and to us.
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MEChA demands unrealistic
by Kerri Roberts, Guest essayist
With an open mind I
"
MEChA should not ask to be singled
attended MEChA's rally on
out for special privileges, but should
Atwoocl Memorial Mall but
crune away very disillusioned. instead work toward being an integral and
I expected the rally to be in
respected part of our community. "
support of unity and respect
for people of both color and
Minority Studies. I support
purpose of ending
non but for the most part, I
the MGM requirements as
segregation. Barring nonsensed a lot of hostility and in color students from the
they are beneficial in attaining
some ways the desire to be
Student of Color Board would a well-rounded education.
singled out based on race.
The demand for removal of
be race-based discrimination.
Their goals of unity and
Is it possible that minority
table grapes from crunpus
equality are admirable, but
representation is truly based
because United States grape
their proposed message to
growing techniques have been
on their percentage of
achieve these goals support
linked to cancer in lllinority
population, rather than
just the opposite. MEChA
workers violates my right to
discrimination of race?
should not ask to be singled
eat what I choose. This should
Rather than instituting a
out for special privileges, but
quota-based system, wouldn't be a personal choice, not a
should instead work toward
mandate for all students on
it be more fair to support
being an integraJ and
minority candidates and work campus.
respected part of our
hard to campaign for them?
There are other issues
community.
affecting the health and
It is discriminating to
I feel SCS has been fair
welfare
of minority groups,
request that SCS hire faculty
and responsive regarding the
and staff based solely on their but resolutions to these should
needs of minority groups, but
ethnic background rather than be pursued through personal
changing personal perceptions their qualifications. We need
and social channels rather
and attitudes will take work
than school mandates. (Should
"teachers," not Chinese
and time. We cannot expect
teachers, black teachers,
we ban cheeseburgers and
things to change over night
Norwegian teachers or white
pizza from campus because it
and we cannot put a time
contributes to heart disease?)
teachers, just plain and
frame on an issue as sensitive
I will tell you right now that
simple, teachers.
as this.
I have no solution for the
lncoqiing and current
Evidently there are
problems we face with racism
students should be accepted
important issues affecting
in the world, in St. Cloud, let
and encouraged at our
minority groups which require university because of their
alone on campus. I intimately
serious considerat;on from
academic abilities rather than
know the problems facing
faculty and students.
minorities, for I myself am of
their race.
Unfortunately, not all
Chinese heritage. I do not
Students should not be
demands will and can be met, required to take additional
demand special privileges but
as the rights of a11 students
merely ask to be treated with
cultural awareness training,
must be taken into
respect as an equal.
because students are already
consideration.
required to complete 12
I am not a minority student
Demanding a Student of
or
student of color ... but
credits in designated
Color Board defeats the
rather a student.
Multicultural, Gender or

Opinions, attitudes vary among
individual people of color
A letter by Jessica Sanchez appeared in the
Tuesday, May 2 University Chronicle. In it, she
objected to the term "black" being used to describe a
negative situation and asserted that an apology was
in order. She also claimed the term is generally
deemed offensive by "the vast majority of people of

a crutch or an ex:cuse to scream "oppression"
whenever they read something they don't like.
Heritage is not a tool and should never be used as
such by anyone of any skin color. It may make one
feel justified, but it is really nothing more than
political backpedaling.
color."
I'm no conservative.
In fact, I'm quite
s!1~:~~~:- ,,
I've encountered more than liberal. But I refuse to
no one but herself.
my fair share of prejudice. But I buy into the Politically
bull that is
~;1: ;1~ 10
would never use this to garner Correct
becoming so prevalent
suggestionthather
public sympathy or revel in in America.Ms.
Sanchez' letter was
statements represent victim.hood.
,,
the''vastmajority"of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ misguided at best,
beliefs held by
hypocritical at worst.
"people of color." They certainly do not represent
And though I'm not about to proclaim that I speak
mine.
for "people of color" as a whole, I hope I'm far from
Having grown up in a predominantly closed•
alone in seeing this.
minded community, I've encowuered more than my
fair share of prejudice. But I would never use this to
gamer public sympathy or revel in victimhood. If
Joe Daugherty
one takes pride in their herilage, that's wonderful.
freshman
But I have no respect for anyone who would use it as
art

th~m

Meeting MEChA
demands benefits
all on campus
Up until MoOOay morning we did not clearly understand the
significance of the issues of MEChA. It has become obvious that
many others on campus do nOl fully undmtand the issues either.
The meaning behind the hunger strike and the list of demands are
a result of neglect and avoidance that MEChA has suffered since
1991.
We wondered, "Why a hunger strike?" The protesters feel they,
as well as an other cultures, have been intellectually and culturaUy
starved. Unfortunately, these signs are not always physical.
Therefore, they made them physically visible by going on a hunger
strike. Funny how those in power are willing to consider these
demands now.
The list or demands are not unreasonable nor impossible. What
harm could possibly come from a cultural center in Atwood? 1ltis
would be a place where people could learn from one another. Pan
of getting a higher education is learning about others and their
cultures.

Would it be so bad to have some knowledge of the ethnic
background of your colleagues and friends? People come to SCS
to get an education. It's unfortunate that they themselves end up

educating others about their own cultures. This responsibility
should be in the hands of the educational establishment and not the
students.

Not expanding one's own knowledge of others leads to
ignorance. However, there have been many comments around

campus calling the protesters naive. How, then, would you refer to
those two individuals who blai.antly ate table grapes in front of the
protesters while trying to strike up a conversation? If they had
taken the time to educate themselves they would've realized the
underlying issues.
The issue is that pesticides are being sprayed on the field
workers causing cancer in not only themselves, but also in their
unborn children. In some instances their children arc being born
defonned, without a brain or spinal cords. This may seem pretty
insignificant if it does not affect you and your family, but have
some consideration to those for whom it does.
We have touched on only a few demands. The bottom line is this:
the demands being met will have a positive effect for everyone.

Julie Nybakke Hananburg
Sara Stenseng
juniors

1U\:: PR\OC \G \?KK, Af/f.RIC.A\

social work

Hunger strike builds Contract promises accountability
bad feelings
In response to Cameron
Black's May 5 letter to the editor,
I would like to add a few
comments as well as agree with
Mr. Black's coocems regarding

the MEChA hunger strike.
I find it quite interesting in a
time of possible university staff
and budget cuts that MEChA are
bold enough to make such
demands on the university. I
believe in hard work. So, in fact,
let's initiate and require a new
department Scandinavian Work
Ethic DepartmenL I doubt iL
Great strides are to be made
concerning racism on this
campus as well as across the
United States. However, a
demanding agenda like the one

presented has little chailce at
succeeding. I feel, in fact,
MEChA is doing a fine job at
building resentment, bad feelings
and walls between their demands
and the university's needs as a
whole.
Think about it. Does MEChA
enjoy having demands forced
upon them? Well neither does the
university or its students. I would
never claim to be a perfect
person. but a hunger strike?
Come on - at least do
somclhing novel.

Shawn Kittridge
senior
local/urban affairs

The supposed National Day of Protest against
the Contract with America happened on May 6.
Personally, I am amazed at how misdirected and
inappropriate this protest is.
The Contract with America was proposed to
bring about change in America. This change is
to ensure government accolimability,.personal
responsibility, increase international security
and other common sense reforms. In effect, the
signers of the Contract with America are
putting an end to unaccountability in the federal
government.
Through the Contract with America, the
federal government is now being held
accountable for massive deficits and waste.
With power closer to the people, individual
empowerment is sure to increase. Maybe that is

why some people arc angry.
I am sick and tired of whining liberal
Democrat lies. The funny thing that struck me
about the protesters is that few of them have
actually read the Contract. Maybe they should
actually read it before they protest something
that isn't in it.
I think Mr. Newt Gingrich and Republican's
making good on a promise bothers these people
the most. With continued lies by the left, they
are only digging a deeper grave.

Aaron Frederickson
sophomore
political science

Send e-mail on Tigger to Chronicle
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• Heated Swimming Pool
• Volleyball Court
•On-Site Management
•FREE Parking/Outlets
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• Metro Bus Service

•4 Bedroom Townhome
•FREE Basic Expanded Cable
•Air Conditioning
•Ceiling Fans in every Bedroom
•Heat and Water Paid
• Individual Leases

CALL 252-2633

by Christel Borgheiinck

Attitude about employees has paid off
for local company in form of low turnover

Staff writer

A St. Cloud business received an award
for its efforts to encourage equali ty and

advancement for all of its employees.
Advantage Marketing Group was named

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editOJ

Sue Mackert's company, Advantage Marketing Group of St. Cloud, is
the recipient of the Employer of the Year Award by the Minnesota
Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.

Employer of the Year by the Minnesota
Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs, Inc. last Saturday at the
St. Paul Hotel in St. Paul.
The company was judged on sensitivity
10 the needs of female employees upward mobility , rec ruitment and
additional training for female employees
and retention and development of women
in management JXISitions, according to lhe
organization.
The company does market research and
public relations for local businesses, said
Sue Mackert, CEO of Advantage
Marketing Group. They c urrent ly
represent Fingerhut Companies, Inc .,
Golden Plump, St. Cloud Hospital,
Coborn 's and St. John-' s Preparatory
School.
Mackert has owned a marketing
business since 1978. In 1989 she accepted
a partner and formed Advantage
Marketing Group. Her criteria for a partner
were strong ethics and respect for
employees. Mike Shoenecker is Mackert's
bus iness partner and presiden t of
Advantage Marketing Group.
The company currently emp loys 18
women and six men, Mackert said. She
hires people based on their sensitivity to
communication issues Advantage
Marketing deals with.
Honesty, flexibility and ethics are
characteristics she looks for in people, she
said. Mackert has no to lerance for
someone who puts down other employees
o r tri es to c reate division. Strength in
character comes first, then skills.

Th e reason so man y wom e n are
employed at Advantage is that more apply,
Mackert explained. Displaced workers and
people in transition are attracted to the
internal e nviro nment at Advantage
Marketing. ''There is strong supJXlrt for all
employees," Mackert said.
The policies that attract and keep
employees at Advantage Marketing Group
are encouraging.
~
ke rt believes in famil y values.
"Spend time with your families," she tells
her employees. They can take time off to
go to their children's activities during the
day, she said.
Advantage is dedic ated to diversity.
"Mothers, father s, grandmas, grandpas,
single parents and married people are all
working for Advantage Marketing Group,"
Mackert said.
"Our employees are the best in town.
They are wonde rful and very loyal,"
Mackert said. Her attitude about
employees has paid off for the company in
the form of a very low turnove r rate .
Mackert conside rs he r emp loyees as
investments and said they are not easy to
replace.
Mackert speaks to groups and individual
women on the phone, and offers her own
personal
life
exper iences
and
encouragement, she said.
"Employers need education about
helping women progress and employees
need to take resJXlnsibility," she said. If an
employee needs more training to advance,
they should go to their employer and tell
them.
Responsibi li ty is the key to success,
according to Mackert. "I created my
posi tion and more women could do the
same," she said. "Believe in yourself, get
the ski lls and promote an environment of
strong ethics and values of fairness ... to
men and women."

Federal study on glass ceiling uncovers reality of problem
by Christel Borgheiinck
Staff writer
A fe deral study by the Glass Ceiling Commission
concluded women are being blocked from higher
management positions by white males.
Another study, conducted by the state of Minnesota,
made several observat ions a nd recomme ndati ons for
companies to auract, maintain and advance women, people
of color and people with disabilities.
The Governor's Glass Ceiling Task Force is calling for
changes in workplace environments, job experience,
flexibility for families, education and attitudes, according
to a March I story in St. Paul Pioneer Press.
Employers have to understan9 their responsibility too,
said Sue Mackert, CEO Advan1age Marketing Group.
"(Male and female leaders) both must have the same
resJX1nsibility to fairness and treatment of employees."
Deborah Pau l, 1995 SCS graduate with a degree in
mass communications with an emphasis in public relations
and a minor in marketing, has been working at Advantage
Marketing Group since November 1993.
''The support (I received from this firm)in finishing
school was wonderful," Paul said. "I could take classes
during the day."
Many opJXlrtunities have been presented to Paul since
she has been with the company, she said. "(There are)
always different opportunities here. I see myself getting a
variety of experiences and opportunity.

"Abilities and hard work are what get you there," Paul there. Women are trying 10 find jobs and they' re not out
said. "Being a woman won't stop you."
there. There is not a lot of openings because Baby
"Things have greatly improved for women," she said. Boomers (people born from 1946 to 1964) are all in those
'There is a better balance between men and women, and JXISitions and they arc not going to retire for another 15 to
husbands help at home so women don't ha<.,e 10 come 20years."
home to another full-time job."
To further complicate the advancement of women in the
Amy Hanson is a claims superintendent with State Farm work fo rce is a nationa l trend by corporations to cut
Insurance and she also is optim ist ic about women's middle management positions, Ivers said. "Women in
upward mobility.
----------------------

"People m

prnmoted on

::~~~t:;;:r::i~;nw:::~e;;
merit," Hanson said. Women
have positions o n all levels of
management at State Farm.
Hanson has been promoted four
times during her 11 years at State

" Today's work force has changed. As titne
goes on more women will make their way up
the corporate ladder. ' '

Farm.
The state legislature has made
posi ti ve changes for fam ilies
with Family Leave and other family issues, Hanson said.
H anson believes that with more women in the work
force, promotion of women is inevitable, s he said.
''Today's workplace has changed. As time goes on more
women will make their way up the corporate latter."
Gail Ivers, director of marketing for the St. Cloud Area
Chamber of Commerce, gives her opi nion why many
women are experiencing the glass ceiling in upper and
middle management. "I think (the glass ceiling) is still out

-Amy Hanson
claims superintendent
State. Farm Insurance
th ose positions are being layed off, el iminating any
opportunity for atlvancement."
Women make up less than 5 percent of senior manages
and less than 40 percent of middle managers, the federal
reJXlrtconcluded.
The barriers to advancement were identified in the
reJXlrt as fear and prejudices of white male executives in
middle and upper management who perceive they are
loosing control and opportunity.
'Those men aren't goi ng anywhere," Ivers said.
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Husky track teams ready for conference
by Andrea Lawrence
Staff writer

The
North
Central
Conference meet begins this
weekend for both the men's
and women's track teams.
Preliminaries are today at
Morningside College with
finals
Saturday
upon
qualification.
"For the team I am looking
for a real solid top-four finish.
We have a lot of quality
athletes entered," women's
head coach Sue Patterson said.
In the indoor track season
the women placed fifth, behind
Mankato State University. SCS
is looking to beat MSU for a
fourth-place finish.
"I think we can do it if we
pull together. We only have 20
athletes," junior heptathalete
Kim Bachand said. "It is a real
fight for fourth place, but I
think we can do it. The
Mankato coaches are really
stacking their athletes to get
points in certain areas. They
are worried."
Moving to the outdoor
season SCS _picked up some
strong members in the discus.
Sophomore Sandy Fuchs
and senior Angie West are
ranked number one and two in
SCS
senior
Sarah
Niehaus leads during the
1,S00•meter
run
at
Macalester College April
29. Both the men's and
women's teams hope to
lead the way at the NCC
Meet in Sioux City, Iowa
this weekend .

the country, respectively for
Division II athletes.
The only thing that will hurt
SCS is lack of depth in the
events, Patterson said.
Teams from the Dakotas will
be the top three, simply
because they have stronger

The outdoor season has been
met with some injuries, but
Dill hopes for some good
showings from the athletes.
"We've had a problem with
injuries in the outdoor season.
It has been hard for some guys
to get a workout. But I hope all

" Hopefully we will do as well as
we are capable of doing. That's all
you can ask as a coach."
-Tracy Dill
SCS head men's track coach
recruiting and bigger teams.
Junior Sarah Beaudry has
been running very well for the
Huskies, and has more
personal goals in mind for the
conference meet.
"I just hope we beat the
school record on the 4 x 400meter relay. We are only a
second-and-a-half away,"
Beaudry said.
Three of the women have
already qualified for nationals,
Bachand in the heptathalon
and Fuchs and West in the
discus.
There will be a last chance
meet May 18, where athletes
may try to qualify for nationals
which are May 25 through 27
in Emporia, Kan.
The men also arc looking for
a fourth, or possible third-place
finish, head coach Tracy Dill
said.
"We finished fourth in this
past indoor season. I think
we're right in that catagory
again," he said.

of
them
have
greal
performances," Dill said.
Dill is
looking for
exceptional performances from
freshman Keith Williams in the
I 00 and 200-meter sprints,
sophomore Greg Kimbrough in
the long and triple jumps,
freshman Joe Siefert in the
high jump and sophomore
Dustin DeRosier in the pole
vault.
"Hopefully we will do as
well as we are capable of
doing. That's all you can ask as
a coach," Dill said.
Williams has qualified for
nationals in the 100 sprint and
Dill hopes for him to qualify in
the 200 sprint. He would also
like to see DeRosier in the pole
vault and possibly the 4 x JOOmeter relay, he said.
An athlete may qualify for
national competition at any
meet during the year.
If the me n don't make it,
they will also try to qualify for
nationals May 18.

SGS softball signs hometown athlete to letters of intent St. Cloud Rox
by Kerry Collins
"Being able to have (SCS) in my complete, Becker said.
"She is a tremendous athlete," Becker
Sports editor
back yard definitely helped with my
baseb.all trying
decision," Lechner said.
said. "She has height and speed, she
Home sweet home.
Lechner also performs well in the can b~nt, she can hit, she is a good allto
come back
That is what SCS head softball coach classroom. She is a winner of a 1995 around player."
Sue Becker is thinking after signing St. Scholar Athlete Award. According to
Cloud Tech High School's Michelle Becker, her intelligence also should be
Lechner to North Central Conference able to help her out on the field.
and national letters of intent.
"She gets very good grades and that
"It's always nice to have some helps out on the field," Becker said.
hometown players," Becker said. "We "She has ability as well as smarts, and
are excited to have her and that she that is necessary because softball is a
wants to play for SCS."
thinking game."
Lechner, a 5'8" senior played first ' Along with softball , Lechner
base and outfield for St. Cloud Tech. participated in tennis, basketball and
She had a batting average of .467 in soccer. She has been an All-Conference
I 994 for the Tigers, and was an All- pick in tennis three times, and placed
State team pick as well as an All- fourth at the State Doubles Tournament.
Tournament team selection. Lechner Her well -roundedness in athletics
was also St. Cloud Times Player of the should help out with playing college
Year.
ball, she said.
Lechner also received some
"Because of my wide variety of
accolades closer to home. She has been experiences in different things, it
named a Central Lakes Conference All- should help out with the challenge,"
Conference player twice. Her decision Lechner said.
to come to SCS did have some roots
Because of the variety Lechner has
with the location.
experienced, her game is almost totally

However, the transition from high
school to college is not an easy one,
Becker ,says, and the move into the
NCC will take some time.
"It is a big jump from high school to
college; I don't care who you are,"
Becker said. "Especially in the NCC,
the move is tough."
Becker said she is going to take her
time with Lechner and not thrust her
into any pressure right away.
"We are not going to pressure her.
We are going to let her settle in without
pressure , and we hope that she will
develop into a talented NCC athlete."
Lechner wants to help wherever she
can, and is looking forward to the task.
"It is going to be a definite
challenge," Lechner said. "I just want to
try to help where I am able to, and I am
looking forward to playing."

by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

It has been 24 years, but the Rox
want to come back.
The St. Cloud Rox baseball
team was part of the Northern
League from 1946-71, when the
league folded.
With the league up and running
again, along with the success of
teams like the St. Paul Saints,
there are signals that the return of
the Rox could help the community.
" If they were here I feel they
would be very successful," SCS
sophomore Jason Wyatt said. 'Toe
(Saints) are successful and I think
the people here would like to see a
team as well."
See Rox/Page 13
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Finding re1

Wildlife thrives in natural Minnesot.

A

loon's
shrill
c r 1 e s
echo
from
a
wetland adjacent
to a smoldering
prairie fire as it blackens grasses and chars
shrubs.
A conservationist set the fire intentionally.
Charles Blair, manager of Sherburne
National Wildlife Refuge, is conducting a
controlled bum to maintain the refuge's oak
savanna habitat.
Sherburne NWR consists of more than
30,000 acres, encompassing a large portion
of the St. Francis River Valley. The refuge,

about 20 miles east of St. Cloud, was
established in 1965 to preserve and restore
prairie habitat in Central Minnesota.
The refuge's habitat is a mixture of forest,
grassland and oak savanna regions, Blair
said. "Sherburne is a biologically diverse

transition zone, a narrow band of habitat
combining prairies and forests," he said.
Before its acquisition, the refuge's land
was mainly farmland, Blair said. Many of
the area's wetlands had been drained and
forests logged, he said.
Conservationists recognized the value of
the river valley to wildlife and were
responsible for the creation of the refuge,
Blair said. Federal duck stamp money was
used to purchase the land.
"In 1965, this area was identified as an
important one for its natural resources and
wide range of wildlife species," Blair said.
"We realize today it is an even more
important area because of the development
between the 'Iwin Cities and St. Cloud.
"We are losing prairie at an alarming rate.
Sherburne is Minnesota's prairie remnant."

Habitat and wildlife
Sherbume's oak savannas, a habitat
dominated by prairie grasses and flowers
with occasional oaks and shrubs, surrounds
the refuge's wetlands and forests. Several
species of wildflowers including blue
lupine, hoary puccoon and Indian
p3:intbrush inhabit the upland grasslands.

A Northern Harrier soars over the grasslands at Sherburne National Wildlife Refuge. The refuge's habitat is a mixture of fores
Prescribed burning maintains the
grasslands, encouraging growth of big and
little bluestem, Indiangrass and switchgrass.
These grasses provide food and cover for
nesting watetfowl and upland wildlife.
Wetlands dot the refuge, providing homes
for an abundance of wildlife species. More
than 20 impoundments host waterfowl, fish,
shorebirds, mammals and turtles. Water
levels in each of Sherburne's pools is
independently controlled, creating a variety
of habitats to benefit more species.
The pools provide important resting and
staging areas for several species of ducks.

A wood thrush
perches

on

a

branch along the
Blue Hill Trail in
the refuge. The
small

songbird

species

needs

large

tracts

of

forest

land

to

proliferate.

Other migrants using Sherbume's wetlands
include sandhill cranes, trumpeter swans
and pelicans, Blair said.
Minnesota's bald eagle population
resurgence was aided by eagle's nesting
success in Sherburne NWR. The refuge has
five nesting pairs and several more eagles
use the area during migration, Blair said.
Sherbume's first successful bald eagle
nest was in 1983, and the pair has hatctJed
eaglets every year since, making it the most
successful nesting pair of bald eagles in
Minnesota, he said.
The refuge's forested regions are home to
foxes, ruffed grouse, rabbits, deer and other
wild animals.

Public uses
Sherburne NWR, one of more than 500
national wildlife refuges in the United
States, is part of the system of lands
designed to preserve and support wildlife.
The refuge also serves another important
function. "Sherburne is very important as an
environmental education site," Blair said.
The refuge has active groups of public
users, Blair said. Several student groups
including girl scouts and SCS classes visit
for educational purposes, he said.
Two hiking trails provide opportunities
for visitors to view each habitat in
Sherburne. The Blue Hill Trail features four

loops on its six-and-a-quarter miles of trai l,
including a section next to Buck Lake,
providing wetland habitat viewing. Blue
Hill Trail is more remote than Mahnomen
Trail.
Mahnomen has three loops on its twoand-a-half miles, featuring rest rooms, a
water pump and an observation tower. Both
trails are open to cross-country skiing.
Berry and mushroom picking for personal
consumption is allowed within 100 feet of
established trails.
Canoeing is permitted on the St. Francis
River. Fishing also is allowed on the river.
Designated access points are marked and
shown on maps posted at the information
kiosks.
Hunting is allowed in some regions of the
refuge. Small game, waterfowl and deer
hunting take place each fall in the refuge.
The refuge features bald eagle nest
viewing on the Prairie 's Edge Wildlife
Drive. Two observation decks equipped
with telescopes and three wi ldlife
management exhibits highlight the eightmile auto tour.

Refuge protectorates
The
Sherburne
Natural
Hi story
Association, a citizen group acting as a
protectorate of the refuge, raises fund s for

,
I

c

t

1
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e in nature
Bird watcher
shares refuge
with students

Suzanne Ross, SCS assistant professor of English, looks through a
telescope at an eagle's nest on an observation platform in Sherburne
National Wildlife Refuge. Ross tries to visit the refuge weekly.

t, grassland and oak savanna regions.
1arious projects and plans events for the
mblic.
Association president Sandy Connell said
iherburne NWR has changed her life
lramatically. "When I moved to Princeton
:ight years ago, I was uninvolved with
,-,ildlife," she said.
"One of the harbingers of spring for me is
he whooping caJ I of the sandhill crane,"

Sherburne NWR consists of more
than 30,000 acres, encompassing a
large portion of the St. Francis
River Valley. The refuge, about 20
miles east of St. Cloud, was
established in 1965 to preserve and
restore prairie habitat in Central
Minnesota. Stories by Paul Wait and
photos by Pat Christman.

:onnell said.
The association hosts events at the refuge
ncluding a Christmas bird count, a film
·estival, a winter fun day, an annual spring
:leanup and an open house. During the open
10use, participants can venture into areas of
:he refuge normally closed to the public,
:onnell said.
Ahhough Connell was not sure of actual
member numbers, more than 400 people are
)n the mailing list for the association's
,1ewsletter. "We cry to make our events
interesting and suitable to a wide range of
people," she said.
Connell said public involvement in the
refuge is vital to its preservation. "In these
times of economic belt tightening, the last
thing the government wants to spend money
on is the environment," she said. "If we're
going to have any environment at all in IO
years, we 're going to have to do it
ourselves."

National
Wildlife
Refu e

"Look! A thrush," Suzanne Ross exclaimed as she
moved forward on the Blue Hill Trail in the
Sherburne National Wildlife Refuge on a recent
Saturday morning.
Ross, an SCS assistant professor of English and
avid bird watcher, dug her bird identification field
guide out of her backpack and confirmed the bird was
a wood thrush before it flitted ~way.
Areas like Sherburne NWR are important not only
to waterfowl and captors but also to smaller birds like
wood thrushes, Ross said. Wood thrushes migrate
throi.igh the refuge in the spring and fall, and some
remain to nest, she said.
Smaller birds like kinglets and wood thrushes are
not as visible as eagles and geese; people do not
understand what is happening to them, Ross said.
"Birds like wood thrushes need denser tracts of
woods than we have left for them," she said.
Habitat destruction and brood parasiti sm by
cowbirds have meant a decline in wood thrush
numbers, Ross said. Cowbirds lay eggs in wood
thru sh nests and remove the thrush's eggs.
In addition to bird watching, Ross has enjoyed
snowshoeing and hiking in Sherburne NWR. Each
trip to the refuge is an exciting experience, she said.
Ross took her nature writing class to the refuge this
spring. Exposure to nature and wildlife enriches
students' appreciation for their surroundings, she
said.
"The land is opaque," Ross said. "We don '.t see its
face but with familiarity the land opens itself up to
us."
Ross tries to visit the refuge weekly, she said. She
assisted the Sherburne Natural History Association
with its annual spring cleanup, working to clear trails
and making the refuge user-friendly for humans and
wildlife.
Through her experiences at Sherburne NWR, Ross
has developed a deeper appreciation for nature. "It
really evens you out," she said. "Sherburne isn 't
grand the way mountains are·grand, but if you spend
time here you' ll really come to appreciate it."
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Husky Crew Club gains experience
by Nicole Timmerman
Staff writer

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

SCS freshman coxswain Gena Will gives
commands to members of the SCS Crew Club to
take the boat to the Mississippi River Wednesday.

The official French starting
call is etes•vous pret. It means,
"Are you ready?"
With the rower's aims and legs
tense, the gun goes off. The
coxswain yells, "Quick arms,
one- half slide, three-quarter
slide, full," and the race is on.
This is what SCS Crew Club
rowers experienced last weekend
at Lake Sagata Sprints at St.
John's University.
The men's .A and B teams
raced with the A team qualifying
for the final heat in the men's
open event.
The women's team did not
race. Neither team placed in
finals.
"We put novice boats out," said
Darin McCrea, senior. "It's a
great lesson. Race experience is a
key thing."
McCrea, oldest long-standing
crew member, has been with the
club for five years.
"Its been on-and-off a couple
times. The club that 's here now
has been here for seven years," he
said.
The student-based club begins
its rowing season in the fall and
continues in the spririg .
Winter is for anaerobic
workouts
and
technique
modification.
The club uses a rowing
apparatus, the pollywog, which
fits on a side of Halenbeck pool
to fine tune stroke techniques.
Club members include about

35 men and women.
They race four-person boats
with strong competition coming
from Macalester,
Minnesota
Rowing Club,
St. John's
University, the College of S1.
Thomas and the University of
Minnesota.
There are three key regattas
SCS attends: the Head of the

"Crew is something I also
thought was very prestigious,"
said Steve Peterson, chief rigger. •
"I like to compete. Anyone can
learn, anyone can do it."
Fees to join the club are $30 a ·
quarter. There is a swim check as
well as rowing terminology and
cox call training before a
member may row.

" It's a great lesson. Race experience
is a key thing.
"
Mississippi at the U of Minn. in
the fall, Sag Sprints at SJU in the
spring and Lake Phalen in
Maplewood Memorial Day
weekend.
"We aspire to row in more
regattas that are farther away,''
McCrea said.
The club began river practices
two weeks ago at 6 a.m. and 4
p.m.
Practices are an hour to an
hour-and-a-half with a rowing
distance of approximately a mile.
Seven people are required for a
practice: four rowers, one coxine,
one coach and a catch boat driver.
The club has three 43-feet-long
four-person wooden shells. · Each
weighs 200 pounds dry, 250
pounds wet.
Most of SCS' competition uses
fiberglass shells weighing only
150 pounds. Presently, only one
wooden shell is usable.

Darin McCrea
SCS senior

The club's water time is
limited with only one shell
available.
The club has been raising
money for several years to build a
new boathouse.
The estimated cosi is $40,000
(ground was broke last fall for
the new boathouse in Wilson
Park). Despite the $10,000 loan
from Student Government and
numerous fund-raisers, the club
still is having difficulty funding
the project.
"We have three people we
can't get past to get done what
we need to," said Sarah Opatz,
head cox.ine.
When the boathouse is built
the club's plan is to make crew a
community event.
The club also wants to teach
river preservation, safely and
cleanup.

CAR FOR
SALE
1981 4-door Pontiac Phoenix
Good car to hash on for the summer.
$400/BO
Call 656-9203 leave message for Sue.

Now, get 1/2 off any frame from our entire
selection of mens, womeris and childrens
frames OR 1/2 off the price of prescription
lenses! The choice is yours!

112 off a Spare
Pair at Contacts!

No other discounts can be applied m these offers. Complete
frame and lenses mus! be purchased. Lens treatments,
options, eye exams are cxtrJ

Purchase one pair of contacts at our everyday low
price, then get a spare pair (same prescription) at 1/2
off. Offer expires June 30, 1995.

YOUR EYES EXAMINED by
DOCTOR of OPTOMETRY

COMPUTER
Apple II GS
printer, 3
drives, power
saver, many
programs
including word
processing,
music, games.
$350
252-4320

FOR
SALE

HOME
BREW
kit, used
once.
Contains
everything
needed to
brew. More
than $70
invested.

For
sale
$45.
252-4320
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Rox: Team has many supporters fromPage9
The drive to get the team back is being
spearheaded by St. Cloud residents Harry
Burns and Lisa Reynolds, but has been
met with lots of support from many
different directions.
'There are an awful lot of volunteers
working to make this happen," Wyatt
said. "We are getting lots of support, but
we need lots of commun ity support to
make it happen."
There was a rally to bring back the club
at O'Hara's Pub Tuesday, and the result
was very good.
"We had a very good turnout," Wyatt
said. "We were happy with the turnout, it
was very successful."
The movement to get the Rox back is
also getting support from the N0nhern
League. St. Paul Saints' co-owner Mike
Veeck is also for bringing back the team.
"(Veeck) is really pushing to bring

back the Rox," Wyatt said. "He would
really like to see the Northern League
expand."
The team would also expand the
choices for things to do for the people of
St. Cloud.
"A local team would give an alternative
to people," Wyatt said. "It would give the
students and the people something to look
forward to. The big impact would be that
it would give people a place to go."
After the city found out how much the
team could do for the community, there
would be a greater will to back the squad
and the city would receive some more
diversity, Wyatt said.
'The support would increase and is
something the city needs," Wyatt said.
"There is a need to appeal to different
types of people, and the team could give
that appeal."

SUMMER WORK
AVAILABLE
Have FUN!!!
While eam1ng your college tu1t1on.
Pos1t1ons offer flexible hours,

incentives for hard workers,
great expenence and
chance for scholarships ($500 · $1,000)

No means No.
NOi now means
no. I have ~
boy/girlfrien<lmeans
no.Maybelalfr
mi:ans uo, No thanks
means no. You're
1101mytyperneans
no. $1@!! off means
no.l'<lr.ithcrbe
alonerighlnow
mc:an.~ 110, I really
like you bul...rne~rs
no. Let's just go to
sleep means no. l'ITI
not sure means no.
Yoo've/]'vebeen
drinking rne~ns uo.
Silence 1neansno.

11/ffEUAl'E:
Nut
mulel's{amling

ACT NOW AND CALL

251-1736

no.

Golf team has disappointing weekend
by Buddy Piner
Staff writer
After breaking the school recorfl a
week ago, the SCS men's golf team
was humbled by shooting a two-day
total of 613 to finish fourth in a field
of 12 in its final meet of the spring
season last weekend in Northfield,
Minn.
The previous weekend the Huskies
shot the lights out in Waseca, with a
two-day total of 598 to break a school
record.
"It seemed like everyone was
struggling in one way or another this
weekend," SCS junior Mike Straub
said.
The Huskies shot 310 the first day
and improved the second day with a
303 to finish at 613.
Gustavus Adolphus College stood
alone at the top for the weekend with
a 584 to finish 15 strokes ahead of its
nearest competitor.
Also finishing ahead of the Huskies
were Augsburg College with a 609
and the hosting team, St. Olaf
College, finishing with a 610 to finish
third.
" I was very unhappy with the
condition of the golf course for
tournament purposes," SCS senior
Chad Tucker said. "I guess that our
team as a whole had problems with it
and did not adjust to the conditions
well."
The conditions of the course were
not only a problem for the team, but
all of the other schools shot unusually
high
in
near-perfect
weather
conditions.
"I could not putt at all due to the

0

COMICS
Dugout &
Newstand
Next to Godfathers
Pizza, Division
Place Fashion
Center
Ph. 253-0851

SUMMER
$99 Private
Bedroom
$145 Efficiency

Alliecffuf0,.~ate, Inc. ·
GmlllUltmg??
Here's a Carter Ojpportmrltyll
Alli,,l lntmtatt, Inc. is hiring Acmunt Sp,cialistsl
-llmp,cdlad«mt1,,~i..i...,,.
-EEdlmtaluyudbcmialb'udmc.
Send your resume to:
Allied Interstate, Inc.
"l'mtioa-..._
435 Ford Road, Suite 800
-«IIK ,_.,,
Minneapolis, MN ii5426
-4da1....iw..k.m....!c...W
OR

::;;;:::,:t:::=ifil,.....,...

-Opp,,t,mia,,1,~
-Pn,/....,.J.e;,,-..,

(}; [L[cr~f

m-etus
6T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. S.

2 Bedroom for 2

St. Cloud, MN 56301

$250

(612) 251-2569

253-1100
CAMPUS PLACE
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Call l-800-447-2934
Ask for Derek Scheskie

Compact Discs
Cassettes
Clothing
Posters
Jewelry
Audio Accessories
Guitar Strings
Drumsticks
Incense
Magazines

We buy and sell used
Cassettes
Hours:
Compact Discs
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Videos
Sat. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Leather Jackets

fact that the greens were extremely
fast and extremely bumpy," Straub
said.
The condition of the fairways was
also a problem leading to the
colleciton of high scores.
"It just seemed that because of the
bad condition of the fairways you just
couldn't get a decent lay," SCS senior
Mark Bergstrom said.
The Husli;.ies fall from grace and for
the first time this year did not put an
individual in the top I0.
Leading the way for the Huskies
was Straub with 77-75.
Others competing for SCS were
senior Kyle Julie with 78-76, Tucker
with 79-76, senior Dan Meyer with
77•80 and Bergstrom with 83~76.
"It is a downer to finish in fourth
when we should have finished in one
of the top two slots, but I guess we can
look forward to the fall season Where
we will have a chance to repeat as
conference champs," Tucker said.
Tucker also has something to prove
individually as he will try to regain the
individual North Central Conference
championship that he won in 1993.
Tucker relinquished his claim to the
number~one crown this season with a
second place finish in the NCC
tournament.
The golf team will be returning next
fall, with the exception of Bergstrom,
who may have used up all of his
eligibility.
Despite the disappointing results
from the weekend, the Huskies may
look forward to next season where
they may be one of the favorites to
finish at the top of the NCC.

For your School Loans,
remember one number:

831916.
Student Loans
(Stafford, SLS, and PLUS)
are now available through your

Student Credit Union.

Federal

Credit

Union

Lender Code 831916
Located in Atwood A152
Phone 654-54 74
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NOW HIRING
Immediate and Summer
Positions Available
Fall P ositions
Also Availab le

Campus Place Apartments
❖

SaLes expen..1ence desrn.ed

Bur nor

STOP THE HATE

RfQUIRt:d

Private Bedrooms

❖

Dishwashers

❖

Heat Paid
Water Paid

❖

Shared Bedrooms

❖

Mini Blinds

❖

❖

Mini Suites

❖

Parking

❖

Laundry

❖

Microwaves

❖

Air Conditioning

❖

Quiet Buildings

1, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom apartments available

Seven Great Locations!

Call Now
between 9 a.m. -8 p.m.

253-1100

$199-

for m.ore information
or to set up an interview

$250

251-2844

Summer Jobs Headquarters
Currently Western bas 200 Openi

s

1:il:J~ot~1I;1'titi::~µ

Fitzharris
Sid & Sport
APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS
WOULD YOU LIKE AN IN- HOUSE
COMPUTER WITH ACCESS TO

•

=-

MNWAS WEATHERSYSTEM,
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY AND
MORE IN YOUR NEW

~•
~

~_y-

APARTMENT BUILDING?

BRIDGEVIEW WEST AND BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH,
THE ONLY APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS FOR
STUDENT USE AT NO EXTRA- CHARGE AVAILABLE

24

HOURS A DAY.

• 8;,& p,j~ f I• Call Today!
·---

253-1100

P ~ tire Bed /<n, .1!.eu!
Ideal rentafs for those whose tastes
say yes, but whose budgets say no.

S011thvlew Apts.
523 12th St. S.
• laundry, vending

double rooms
• close to campus
and downtown
• AJC, microwave

machines
• heat, water, ~wer and
garbage paid
• Reserved Parking

Double Rooms: 4 persons@ $150 each

Truly a bargain tor the economy-minded!

Riverside Real Estate
25lc9418 or 251-8284

• Competitive Wages
• Two Weeks Paid Vacation

Western
STIFF

UJTlfE,I.

• Health Insurance

• Temp. to Perm.

Universi
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Pop-up artist
teaches craft
by Jessica Foster
Managing editor
Open the pages and watch the
magic happen.
That is what Mary Jo Pauly, popup book artist, helped students
majoring
in
fine-arts
and
elementary education do Monday
afternoon in Kiehle Hall Room
113.
Pauly ventures to various
elementary schools with programs
tailored to meet the needs of the
school.
She was in the St. C loud area to
teach Roosevelt Elementary School
children how to make farm-theme
books.
"I don't do farm books for every

occasion, this is some sort of a
special deal," Pauly said.
She likes to give students the
tools and then let them explore

their imagination, she said.
"'My business is to show you the
basic arsenal of things."
When Pauly teaches a pop-up
class, she always allows students to
choose their own
scissors.
"Choosing scissors is one of those
intensely personal things," she
said.
"Art.work can be handled rather
than something that hangs on the

wall," Pauly said. "With pop-ups,
math and practical applications of
geometric
principles
come
together."
Pau ly likes to refer to her
profession as paper engineering,
rather than the traditional tenn popup.

" Despite
the
fact
it 's
engineering, we really don't have
to do a lot of measuring.
"I always tell kids more than
three quarters of the way things
tum out is your imagination," she
s~id.
"Any fold can be the place for a
pop-up to start. Things can be
added to create more structure,"
Pauly said.
As a member of the Minnesota
Center for Book Artists, she makes
books from start to finish, and
sometimes works with letter press.
"I!' s an advantageous combination
of test and art," she said.
Her visit was sponsored by
Future Art Educators.

i--...,.......::...::;.

"'"

-="..,~---·

Bonnie Ross, junior, learns
how to make a pop-up book
from
Mary
Jo
Pauly,
instructor. Pauly is a member
of the Minnesota Center for
Book Artists.
Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

'Kiss' merely another comedic copycat smooch
comedy at times has a certain
charm, but too many are starting
to resemble their forerunners, and
"French Kiss" is a perfect
example.
The film is the story of a
woman whose fiance finds true

traveling to Paris to win her Jover
back. Of course, on the way she
meets a French native (and she
despises the French) who throws
a wrench in her travels as well as
her romantic aspirations.
Director Lawrence Kasdan
("The Big Chill") has produced a
boring,
supposed
romantic

comedy, devoid of any real
humor.
The film is a basic retelling of
"Sleepless in Seattle" with a
different twist. Lacking in
originality, the film delivers no
comedic punch.
The cast really has no power in
this film, and Meg Ryan ("IQ") is
a disappointment. It would seem
that after countless identical roles,
Ryan might venture into new
territory (a case could be made for
"When a Man Loves a Woman"),
but it appears she is comfortable
in her little niche. The problem is
her characters are getting a bit
stale, and they hardly vary from
film to film.
Ryan always seems to be
chasing love to the far reaches of
the globe, and her willingness to
accept these roles is at the very
heart of why women have had
such a bad image in Hollywood
history.
Also starring is Kevin KJine ("I
Love You to Death") as Luc, the
rude and overbearing Frenchman
who basically uses Ryan as a
courier to smuggle diamonds into
France. Again we find a
stereotypical characterization. As

the film depicts, all French people
are rude, and while this may be
true in some cases, it cannot be
assumed that this is the norm.
The film suffers from creating
a stereotypical view of women,
the French and ultimately
Americans fo r believing these
stereotypes to be true. But even
without the stereotypes, the film
is an unoriginal effort in a genre
which is standing on its last leg.
"French Kiss" is playing at
Parkwood 8 cinema this weekend.
0
Other movies at Parlcwood 8
include ''Tommy Boy," "Kiss of
Death," ''Bad Boys," "Circle of
Friends," "Don Juan DeMarco"
and "A Pyromaniac's Love
Story."
0
Films at Crossroads Cinema 6
are "Top Dog," "Rob Roy,"
"While You Were Sleeping," "A
Goofy Movie," "Outbreak," "Jury
Duty" and "Muriel's Wedding."
0
Cinema Arts I II Ill, or the
"Buck 75," has "Dumb and
Dumber,"
"Shawshank
Redemption"
and
"Forrest
Gump."
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IWWUni
$11.05 To Start

Friends don't let friends drive drunk!

•> Scholarships
•> Internships
•> No Experience
Necessary
•> Part/Full Time
-> Permanent/Temp.
-> Great Resume'
Builder
-> Apply Now - Start
After Finals

I

Atwood Center
Carousel 5
May15&16
10 a.m.- 2 p.m.

SUMMER

&FALL

fpvat[ Roq~s
Close fo Campus
Laundry Facilities

Parking & Garages
CableTV

Still Deciding?
Engagement & Wedding Ring Set

DIAMOND

ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
The Largest Selection of Fine Diamonds
in Central Minnesota.
Featuring: Lifetime Warranry
Unique Styling
Largest Selection
Ideal Cut Diamonds

For Career Information
Call

612-654-5089

'$a;ve33% off ~rgular Price wj!li this ad.
leJe'ffshow you !he dfference.

DJ.Bl~
nr;.
'-.JV
CERTIFIED
GEMOLOGIST

J~~---~•-•••~

s.tutmroun<il6p.m.
CloocdSunda)'I'

Croosroods Cc:ntct (nu, 10 JC Pcnnq,)

SJ:O.OUDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
AD11.Acc ..,iblefacilityAffin:natiuActio<I./Equo.lOpponuni1yEduca1or...dErnploytr

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
STIJDENT EMPLOYMENT SE:a_VICES
now has part-time and summer job listings in 2 different locations:
Stop by our office in 101 Administration Building
(Located in Career Services)
or

Check out our new job boards in the N .E. corner of
Atwood (across the hall from the credit union)
Also... lookfor job listings on the Campus Wide Information System (C. W.I.S)
coming later this summer!!!

Job boards made possible by the support of the SCSU Student Government and paid for by your student activity fee dollars
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1-STOP SHOPPING We
have what you need for
your summer and fall ,95
apt. 1, 2, 3 & 4 -bdrm
apts. Individual or joint
leases. Various rents,
locations and amenities.
Northern Management
654-8300.
1 BDRM APTS.
$240/MTH.
2 BDRM APTS.
$260/MTH.
These low summer rates
are the best in town! Rent
includes utilities, parking,
busline service and on-site
laundry. We have low fall
rates, too! Call Nancy at
654-8300. Hurry!
They're going fast!
#1 STUDENT HOUSING
in town. Single and double
rooms avail. immediately
and for summer and next
fall. Great rates, great
location. Call Matt at 6548015.
4 - BDRM APARTMENT .
Spacious and close to
campus. Summer rates$300 to $325/mth. Cable
included! Low fall rates,
toot Call Nancy 654-8300.
710 APARTMENTS~
2 & 3-bdrm. apts. Dw and
microwave. Spacious.
Free parking. Summer and .
fall. Da n 255-9163.
M

1 , 2, 3 & 4. If you
have any number of people
in your group, give us a
cal l! We offer some of the
finest accommadotio ns
on/off campus with all of
the amenities you would
expect. Call us now and
we wi ll help you end your
apartment search. Seven
Campus Place Apt.
locations; Bridgeview
South, Classic 500,
Bridgeview West, River
Ridge. Call SM&M 253·
1100 .
2-BDRM APTS. AC &
balconies. Large c losets
and ample parking. Close
to campus. $275/mth.
Call Nancy 654-8300.
4-BDRM APTS . 2 baths-large rooms. Avail.
for summer & fall.

{() Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
$ Classifieds price: Five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
• Notices are free and run only if space allows.
ff' Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
0 All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
'Zr Contact Karla Ritter at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

$325/mth. summer rates .
$210/person for fall.
Close to campus. Call
Nancy 654-8300.
A SUMMER PLACE for
you. 5-7-bdrm. houses.
Superb locations.
$600/mth. Call 251-8284
now.
AMENITIES GALORE for
summer. Two & threebdrm. apts. Air cond,
secu.rity & microwaves.
Decks and dishwashers (not
all units). Riverside
Realty. Call 251-8284
now.

cable PAID. Garages.
RESULTS Property
Management 253-0910.
CAMPUS QUARTERS
now· leasing for summer
and next year. Yearly
rates available. 4-bdrm
units include heat,
dishwasher, A/C,
microwave, blinds. Close
to campus. 575 Seventh
St. S. 252-9226.
CENTER Square. Single
rooms in 4-bedroom apts.
Microwaves, A/C,
laundry, ctose to campus.
253-1320.

APARTMENTS AVAIL.
• NOW and for next school
year. Close to SCS.
Excellent living
environment, 240-2848.

CENTER SQUARE
SINGLES in 4-bdrm apts.
Close to campus. Filling
spring, summer and talt.
253-1320.

APTS, ROOMS and
efficiencies. Best rates
$175 and up. Call Select
Properties 253 -11 54.

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms in 4bedroom. Heat paid, close
to SCS, $99 summer,
$199 fall, Riverside
Property 251-8284, 2519418.

ARE YOU TIRED of living
in cramped quarters with
no privacy? Call EXCEL
Properties for the best
selection of four- bdrm
apts. starting at
$170/mth . 251-6005.
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY. Storage
space for rent. 5x 1 O to
10x30, 24 hr. access.
Safe Loe, 252-2000, M-F.
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY. Needa
sto rage facility to store
your things over the
summer? Sartell Mini
Storage, 252-3524 , M-F.
BEST DEAL ON FIFTH ,
$189/m th .-12 mths, $125
deposit. No application fee,
private room, 4 bed, 2
bath, 1/2 block from SCS,
259-0977.
BRIDGEPORT 3 and 4bedroom units across from
Halenbeck. Dishwashers,
microwaves, 11/2- baths,
parking. Heat and basic
cable paid. Results
Property Management
253:0910.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
4-bedroom units with two
full baths . EXTRA closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
laundry . Heat and basic

COOL POOL- Get a cool
pool and hot summer
discounts at Apartment
Finders, 259-4052.

***EFF. & 1-3
bedrooms. $169-$250.
$15 off-street parking.
259-4841.
EFFICIENCY apartments
and 4-bedroom apartments.
253-6606.
EFFICIENCY: Private
rooms for men or women.
Heat, water, electricity
paid . Own minifridge ,
micro in room . $145
sum mer - $250 fall. Call
SM&M 253-1100.
FALL ,95-'96. 1, 2 , 3,
& 4-bdrm apts . 7, 8, 9bdrm house. Great
location. Good condition .
Prof. managed. Most
locations free parking .
W/D Dan 255-9163.

Attractive, clean, quiet,
cared for building.
Practical! priced and perks
like sundecks, whirlpool
spa, heated parking,
dishwashers and
microwaves. Call now
253-0770 to take a look .
FEMALE NON-SMOKER
needed to share 2-bdrm.
apt. starting Sept. 1.
$212/mth. Call 2400384.
FEMALES PRIVATE
ROOMS for summer.
$79/mth. Utilities paid,
253-0451 .
FEMALE TO SHARE two
and three-bdrm apts,
summer and fall. Private
rooms , utilities paid,
laundry, parking, clean,
quiet. 253-0451.
FEMALE : Single bdrm. in
house. Two blocks to SCS,
very nice, clean!
$180/mth. Available now.
Call Greg or Jan at 2 55 1274 or 251-4160.
FEMALE PRIVATE
ROOM in 4-bdrm apt.
Nonsmoker. Complete unit ,
clean and security. Park
South Apts. Tom 2531898 or Paul 252-7813.
FEMALE to share 4-bdrm.
apartment. Private room,
heat and cable paid .
Dishwasher, microwave,
near campus 251-6005 .
FEMALE SUBLEASERS.
Fall and/or winter.
Bridgeport apts. by
Halenbeck. 11/2 bath,
furnished, heat and cab le
paid. 240 -7987 .
FEMALES: PRIVATE
ROOMS avail. in threestory house.
Kitchen/bathroom on each
fl oor. All utilities paid.
$99 for s ummer . Offstreet parking. Call SM&M
253-1100 .

~e~~d~~~TsJ ;~a:dt::_wly
FALL. SGLS/DBLS.
M/ F. Great location. Dan
255-9163 .
FALL OPENINGS .
Change of plans means
opeilings at Charlamagne!
Across from SCS!

house. One block from
campus. $99/ mth.
summer only. Women
preferred. Call Mark 5319158.
FOUR-BEDROOM APTS .
now renting for summer-

fall 1995. Eleven great
locations around campus.
Many amenities! Call
today! SM&M 253 - 1100.
FOUR-BDRM avail. for
summer. 1012 Eighth Ave.
S. Call Rich Theisen at
253-7373.
.
FOUR - BDRM UNIT in
house on Sixth Avenue.
Avail. for summer and/or
95-96 school year. Call
656-0083 for more info .
Ask for Bryant.
GRADUATING EARLY?
Need a short term lease?
Call Nancy at 654-8300. 3
& 6 mth. leases avail. for
1 & 2-bdrm. apts.
HOT SUMMER DEALS.
One to four persons $99
and up. Sign now and save.
Select Prope rties, 2531154.
HOUSES 3, 7 , 8 & 9BDRM houses for fall.
Good locations. Dan 255 9163 .
HOUSE FOR RENT.
Women suitable for 8-12.
Close to campus. 2526153, Mike.
HOUSES. ONLY SIX
LEFT. 3-bdrm f or 5, 7 bdrm for 7, 8-bdrm for 91 0. Well maintained
interiors. Dan , 255 -9 163 .
HOW CLOSE TO
CAMPUS can you get?
Four-bdrm apts. on Fifth
and S ixth avenues .
Reasonable rates,
reputable mgmt. EXCEL,
251 -60 05 .
HUGE EFFICIENCY APT .
Very nice! Clean! Fo r 1 or
2 people . $380/mth ,
$330/ mth. for o n e year
lease. Best location. Offcampus across from
Education Building . Phone
255-1274 or 25 1-4160 .
LARGE single room w/
private bathroom and A/C
for the older student.
Utilities and kitchen
facilities included. 706
S i xt h Ave. S. 252 -9 226.
LARGE EFFICIENCY
APT. avail. su mmer and
fall. Paid EPM 251-6005.
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M&M SUITES .
Eff iciency avail. f or
s umm er and fall. Includes
air conditioning, utilities
and cab le. 259-9434.

Call for info. Tom, 253 1898 or Paul, 252-7813 .

M&M APTS . Four-bdrm
avail. for summer and fall.
259-943 4 .

PARK SOUTH APTS .
Female housing. Need two
ladies to share 4 -bd rm
unit. Complete, clean and
secure. Call Tom 2531898 or Pau l 252 -781 3.

MALE SUBLEASER
needed. University Village
Townhomes. Will negotiate
rent . 255-1903

QUIET, 2-BDRM house
on North Side. Pets
allowed . Summer sublease.
Call 240-7926 .

METROVIEW APTS, 2
and 3-bedroom apts. heat,
decks, dishwashers, close
toSCS.
251-9418 , 251-8284.

RENT FOR FALL. Fivebdrm house, $1,025/mth.
Includes all utilities.
Cable, laundry, off-street
parking . Duane 259-5814,
leave message.

NEED A SHORT TERM
LEASE? We offer 3, 6
and 9 mth. leases ! 1 & 2bdrm. apts. $345 to
$400/m th . Summer rates
avail. also. No rth ern

ROOMS FOR WOMEN .
Sum mer and fall. Close to
campus. Low rent and
utilities paid. 252-6153,
Mike .

Management 654-8300.
NEWER security
efficiencies, close to
campus, heat and electric,
furn ished, rent $235 to
$260 per month. Ca ll 2594841 .
NORTH CAMPUS - 3 and
4-bdrm units with decks
c lose to campus. Security,
garages, dishwashers,
microwaves. Heat and
basic cable paid. Resu lts
Property Managem ent
253-0910.
OLYMPIC 2, 3 and 4bdrm. units with decks
close to campus. Security,
garages, dishwashers,
microwaves. Heat and
basic cable paid. Results
Property Management
253-09 10 .
ONE-BDRM APT . avail.
summer . Close to campus .
$160/mth. Call 2531462 .
ONE-BDRM APTS.
Beechwood, 12 mth.
leases. June thru May or
Septembe r thru August .
Dan 255-9163.
ONE.:.BDRM APTS. 3, 9
& 12 mth . leases. Dan
255-9163.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
FOUR-bdrm apts and
houses, near SCS.
Riverside Property 2519418 , 251-8284.
ONE, TWO , THREE &
FOUR at Charlamagne!
Sophisticated style for
summer apts and real
estate, 253-0770,
ONE, TWO, THREE,
AND FOUR: Nobody has
more. Apts, homes,
duplexes of all sizes and
prices. Call Apt. Finders at
259-4052.
PARK SOUTH APTS.
Complete units. Single
s ummer rentals, $100.

ROOMS available in 4bedroom units. Free basic
cable. Free parking and
much mo re. $189 and up.
SM&M 253-11 00.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE
rooms in a two or threebdrm apt. in a hou se, 2535340 .
SIX - BDRM HOME for
rent near J.D . Beamers.
Summer rent , $600.
School year rent, $1 ,300 .
Up to 1o people. Offstreet parking provided .
Ca ll 259- 7635 for viewing
apt.
STATEVIEW large 4 brdm units near campus.
11 /2 baths , dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
laundry . Heat and basic
cable paid. Results
Prope rty Ma nagement
253-091 0.
STILL SHOPPING FOR
an apt? 1, 2, 3 & 4-b drm.
apts. Avail. for summer &
f a ll. $240-$345/ mth.
lncludeds utilities, parking,
busline service and more!
Call Nancy 654-8300.
SUBLEASERS NEEDED,
Spring qtr. m/f 3-bdrm. in
house $215 -$250 + util.
w/d . Ca ll Fonda/Deb 2 400079.
SUBLEASER
f o r summer.
with utilities .
campus. Call
6195.

WANTED
$100/mth.
Close to
Sara, 259-

SUMMER'S BEST
VALUE! 1, 2, 3 & 4bdrm. apts. Charlamagne
now avail. for summer.
Apts. and real estate, 2530770.
SUMMER. M/F.
Sgls/dbls. Great locations.
Also _1, 2, 3-bdrm. apts.
Dan 255-9163.
SUMMER. 4 TO 9BDRM HOUSES . 1, 2, 3

& 4-bdrm apts. Single
rooms. Great locations.
Good condition. Prof.
managed. Dan 255-9 163.

APTS. 2, 3 and 4-bdrm.
heat paid, decks,
dishwashers, 251-8284 or
251-9418.

SUMMER RENTAL
PROBLEM SOLVER
4bdrms . 2 baths=
$325/mo. You can't beat
it! Call today for details
Northern Management 654-

UNIVERSITY WEST 2larg e 4-bdrm units with
spacious closets. Garages,
parking, microwaves,
laundry. Heat and basic
cable paid. Results
Property Management
253-0910 .

8300.
SUMMER HOUSING.
Private rooms, 2 , 3 & 4bdrm apts. Summer rates,
A/C, dishwasher and free
parking EPM 251-6005.
THE CASTLE" 4-bdrm
apts. Responsible tenants.
Spacious, character and
pro f. managed. Also, 1bdrm apt and 3-bdrm apt.
Avail. summer. Dan 2559163.

UNIVERSITY WEST
APTS. 4-bdrm apts on
Seventh Avenue. Heat
paid, garages , off-street
pkg . EXCEL, 251-6005.

u

THREE-BDRM avail. n ow
or June. $500, heat paid ,
dw. Two blocks to Th ird
St. N. Bus, 259 -8689.
Nice .
THREE - BDRM avail. June
and July. Only $300. Lake
George, 259-8689.
TIRED _OF YOUR
ROOMMATES? Want
you r own apt? $240 to
$250 summer. $345 to
$360 fall. Free park ing ,
utilities, busline and onsite laundry. Call Nancy
at 65 4-83 00.
TWO-BEDROOM apts . for
4 people, large rooms,
$150 each. For $235 to
$275, Riv erside Property
251-8284 or 251-9418 .

TWO-BDRM APT.
$200/ mth . Includes all
utilities, a/c. Duane 2595814, leave message .
TWO -B EDROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES . $214 f o r
12 mth. and $250 for 9
mth. lease. Call Courier
Properties, 259-9283.
TWO-BDRM APT. by
Halenbeck . Summer or fall.
Cal l 251 -8 941.
TWO-BDRM avail. June.
$355, heat paid. All new
decor. Parking two blocks
to Third St. N. Bus, 259 8689.
TWO-BDRM APT. avail.
fall. close to campus .
$435/mth. Call 2531462.
TWIN HOME. Rent fall.
Two large bd rms by
Halenbeck , 259-8941 .
U-PIK-KWIK APTS.
Subleaser needed . 2
females for summer and
fall school year. Free
parking, central a/ c.
Prime apts. Very
spacious , 240-1624.
UNIVERSITY NORTH

VARIETY? WE HAVE
IT I We have a variety .of
aptS. to meet your
summer and fall needs . 1,
2, 3 & 4-bdrm. apts . wit h
summer rates as low as
$240/mth. Fall rates as
low as $345/m t h. Ca ll
leasing personnel and let
them take the worries out
of renting. Northern
Management 654-8300.
WINDSOR WEST 4-bdrm
units with bi-levels.
Dishwashers, mi crowaves,
security, laundry, parking .
Heat and basic cable paid.
R es ults Prope rty
Management 253-0910.

Greentree Drive, Sui te
307, Dover, Del. 19901.
FREE tutorin g available in
many subject areas. Check ·
us out! Academic Lea rning
Ce nter , Stewart H all 10 1 .
Call 255-4993 o r stop by.
GOT a cough?? Nondrows y Tussin-DM is
$1 .89/4 oz. bottle at
Health Services Pharmacy .
Generic NyQuil is
$2. 1916oz. Night tim e
Gelcaps $2.29/ 12oz.
IMMIGRATION
ATTORNEY. Mark Frey .
Member: America n
Immigration Lawyers Assn .
(612) 486-7117 .
MODELS/ACTORS
needed ages 5 to 75. No
expe ri ence necessary 2510101.
NEED A JOB ? St.
Benedict's Center want s
your help. Positions
available for environmental
and nutritional personnel,
and certified nursing
assistants (wi ll provide
classes to be come CNA) .
Cal l 252-0 100.

WOMEN . Si ngle rooms
for summer in a house.
Nicest off-campus. $115.
Sixth Ave. Phone 2551274 or 251-4160.

PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing with
immediate res ults at th e
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call (6 12) 2531962 24 hrs . a day. 400 E
St. Germain St., Ste. 205,
St. Cloud.

WOMEN SHARE HOUSE
near school and downtown.
Summer, $99/mth. Free
parking, 259-7191.

RESUME/COVER
LETTERS. Profe ssional.
Twelve years experience.
Laser printing, 240-2355.

YOUR L-UCKY DAVI
Openings at Charlamagne.
Quality, quiet, clean. All
you need for fall , 2530770.

STUDENTS· If you ha ve
al l the mon ey you need for
col lege, you don't need us.
But if you need money for
college, our schola rship
matching service can he lp
you. Many scholarships
are not based on GPA or
athletics. For more info
send name/address to: JO
Assoc iates, P.O. Box
1292, Monticello, Minn.
55362.

* ADOPTION * Warm and
secure family (pediatrician
and teacher) hoping to
share our lives and love
with a new babv. We :::irP.
easy to talk to. Laura and
. Phil. (800) 447-0597.
Agency approved.
CASH FOR COLLEGE.
900,000 grants avail. No
repayments ever. Qualify
immediately. (800) 2 4 32435.
DO EUROPE . $229
ANYTIME! If you're a little
fl exible, we can help you
beat the airline's prices.
*No hidden charges. Cheap
fares worldwide.
AIRHITCH (800) 326 2009.
airhitch@netcom.com
EXTRA INCOME FOR
'95 . Earn $500 - $1000
weekly stuffing envelopes.
For details - Rush $1 with
SASE to: Group Five, 57

TO SAVE 30%onlong
dist ance ca ll s/ mth . call
252-9543.
TYPING & WORD
PROCESSING. Draft &
final copy. Efficient
service. Reasonable rates.
Flexible hours . Call Alice
251-7001.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Professional and
courteous, will work with
you to determine the
shooting schedule to fit into
your wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before , during and after
ceremony, but especially
during the reception! You
retain the negatives . Two
photographers to make
sure every angle gets
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covered. Call Paul at 654·
8501 for more
information, leave
message.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For info call
(202) 298-8933.
A GREAT SUMMER
JOB. Temp. summer
position. Maintenancehandy person. Put your
skills to work while you
learn more on the job!
Full-time May thru Sept.
Call Northern Management
255-9262.
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT- Students
needed! Fish ing industry.
Earn up to $3,000$6000+/ mth. Room and
board! Transportation!
Male or female. No
experience necessary . Call
(206) 545-4155 ext.
A56816 .
ARE YOU GOING HOME
for the s ummer and want
to have a job in place when
you come back to school in
the fall? Why not consider
becoming a part-time
school bus driver. No
expereince necessary. W.e
train. No weekend/evening
- - -w
- ork. Hrs . 6"":4 5 lo 8:20
a.m. to 2 p.m . to 4:20 p.m.
Train this summer. Start
work Sept. 5 at $8/hr.
Keep this ad and think about
it. We are hiring all
summer. Spanier Bus
Service, 251-3313.
AUTO SERVICE
WRITER. Independent
Goodyear dealer has parttime position avail.
Customer service and
automotive knowledge
helpful. Flexible hours,
training avail. Contact Dan
at Granite City Tire &
Auto, St. Cloud 252-6626.
BABYSITTER NEEDED.
Summe r , part-time 2595688.
CAMP STAFF NEEDED.
Have you found your
summe r job? Let this be
the summer you make a
difference. The Girl Scout
Council of Greater
Minneapolis is seeking to
support three summer
resident camps; Two near
Minneapolis, one in
Northern Minnesota.
Positions include:
Counselors who have
experience working w/
youth and enjoy the
outdoors. Waterfront
Director for supervisory
position; certified in Red
Cross Lifeguard Training,
First Aid and CPR.
Lifeguards to develop and
implement water activities
for girls ages 8 to 15;

cur rent li fegua rd
certification req. Riding
Specialists to lead horse
riding instru c tion and trail
rides. Wilderness Trip
Guides to lead 5 to 7 day
canoe/backpack/mountian
bike trips in Northern Minn.
Other positions avail:
Animal Farm Spec. , Arts
and Crafts Spec.,
Naturalist, Program Dir.
and Challenge Course
Specialists. Write/call us
for application packet:
Human Resources, Girl
Scout1Council of Greater
Mpls, 5601 Brooklyn
Blvd., Mpls., Minn. 55429,
(612) 535-4602 ext. 74.
CARETAKER TEAM
NEEDED. Team needed
for student housing apts.
Responsibilities include
caretaking and
groundskeeping. Must be
detail oriented and possess
good public relations skills.
Partial rent credit.
Interested call Northern
Man~gement 255-9262.
CRUISE SHIP NOW
HIRING- Earn up to
$2,000+/mth. working on
cruise ships or land-tour
comapanies. World travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal
and full-time emp loyment
avail. No experience
necessary. For more info.
call (206) 634-0468 ext.
C56816.
ENERGETIC PERSON to
babysit 3 chi ldren two
mornings and one evening
during the summer. Call
Janna 252-6734.
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
More than $6 billion in
private sector grants &
scholarships is now avail.
All students are eligible
regardless of grades,
income or parent's inco me .
Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services (800)
263-6495 ext. F56812.

FUN, FUN , FUN. $ $
Summer work avail. in St.
Cloud area. Make your
summer fun and
prosperous. Scholarships
and great resume
experience. Call 251 1736 for interview .
HELP WANTED. Men/
women earn up to $480
weekly assemblin g c ircuit
boards/electroni c
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Imm ediate
openings in your local area.
Call (602) 680-7444 Ext.
102c.

GENERAL SERVICE
AUTO Mechanic .
Independent Goodyear
dealer has part-time
position avail. for light
duty auto service. Flexible
hours and training avail.
Contact Dan at Granite City
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Tire & Auto, St. Cloud
252-6626.

Roosevelt Road, St. Cloud
or call 251-2500.

FUTON FOR SALE. $75,
654-1341.

LEEANN CHIN CHINESE
CUISINE is now accepting
applications for full-time
and part-time stir-fry and
prep cooks, day and
evening shifts. We offer
excellent training, flexible
hours; and for full-time
employees, a
comprehensive benefit
package, including a 401 (K)
plan, health benefits, and
paid vacation! Please apply
in person with the Leeann
Chin manager at Byerly's,
2510 Division St. W.,
phone 252-1801.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
Seeking enthusiastic, selfmotivated people for both
full-time and part-time
hours. Flexible hours.
Tradehome Shoes,
Crossroad Center , 252·
4361. Please apply in
person.

MARANTZ MODEL 6300
turntable, great condition.
255-3955, Brian.

NANNY POSITIONS!
Nationwide. Ncrfee. Top
salaries. Immediate and
future positions avail.
Year commitment. Nannies
Plus, lnc . (605) 532-3209
or (800) SANDY-65.
NEW SUBWAY! Opening
the end of May in
Clearwater, Minn. Just 11
min. from campus~ Now
hiring full and part-time
help for days, nights and
weekends. Looking for
friendly, dependable,
flexible people to start
mid-May. For more info.
and set up an interview call
Vaughn at 558-4502 or
654-6451
NOW HIRING! Energetic,
hard working, dependable,
college students. Needed
for summer painting
positions. Work outside!
Training provided. Call
now, 654-9281.
PAINTERS NEEDED.
Full-time summer jobs in
Twin Cities. No exp.
needed. Painters and
managers needed. $7$14/hr. Ca ll Lakeside
Housepainters (6 12 ) 942·
9709.
PART-TIME STOCKER.
Varied sh ift s with 3 p.m. to
8 p.m. availability. Must
be able to lift up to 60 lbs.
Must be self-motivated and
enthusiastic. Please apply
at Customer Service.
Atten: Dairy Manager. Cub
Foods West, 250 33rd Ave.
S, St. Cloud EOE.
PERFORMERS NEEDED
for singing telegrams and
musical comedy acts. No
exp erience necessary.
Excellent pay, flexible
hours. 252-1012.
SALES POSITIONS for
immediate and summe r.
Call Fitzharris Ski & Sport.
251-2844.
SALES POSITIONS for
fall. Call Fitzharris Ski &
Sport , 251-2844 .
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
Flexible hours, good pay,
variety of work. Apply at
Premiere Bingo, 3123

TWIN CITIES SUBURBS .
Summer painting jobs.
Guaranteed wages. Work
outdoors, 40 hours/wk.
Great experience, no
gimmicks. Call for
application and information.
Varsity Student Painters,
(800) 798-4950.

1985 RENAULT
ALLIANCE. No rust, good
starter, $500. Call Tom at
240 -1768 .
1985 HONDA ACCORD.
5 spd, 4-door, 4 cyl, tan,
$3,500 b/o. 240-8726,
267-4621.
1988 FORD TAURUS.
New tires, great mileage,
$2,700. Call 656-1232.
DORM FRIDGE for sale,
$25. Call 259-6195.
HIDE-A-BED . Good
condition, $180 b/o. Call
Brett 656-9325. Leave
message .

MACINTOSH COMPUTER .
for sale. Complete system
only $499. Call Chris at
(800) 289-5685.

1m•■2q;J.1u~,.n1
THE SANDWICHES
DEMANDS : Creation of a
Sandwiches Center within
Atwood. Mandatory Sandwich
awareness training for all
students at SCS. Increased
recruitment of students of
Sandwich. Increased hiring and
retention of Sandwich faculty.
Sandwich studies major. Our
dignity of the racial
craSsiflcation "Burgersw the
institution of a Sandwich board,
selected by students of
Sandwich, to participants as
voting members of all
processes. (Non-Sandwiches
students are welcome at the
Sandwich Center for they can
learn from us) .
TRIAL-FUNERAL NOTICE·
RUSCH, Michelle Marie, Age
21 , a SGS student might have
died on May 9. 1995 as a resul t
of a car accident. She is
survived by her parents,
Richard and Patricia and
sister, Kellie and Erin.
Memorial service w ill be
held at Newman Center
May 13, 1995 at 11 :30
a.m. You are invited to my
sample funeral.

You'll learn by doing through Research Explorations, a
University of Minnesota program that otters you realworld experience as a research volunteer.
Join a research team and study the colonial life of Honduran Indians,
measuretheleachingofpesticidesingroundwater,orstudypollinationin
prairies. You'll also beexploringcareerpossibilities,addingtoyour
resu_me, doingsomethingyou'reinterestedin,andearningcollegecredit
(opt,onalformostprojects).
What does it take to make a REX volunteer? Whether it's in the laboratory,
inthefie!d,orinthec?mmunity,theprincipalrequirementsarecuriosity,
adaptabihty,andawillingnesstolearnaboutandsupportimportant
research. Commitment can vary-perhaps a few hours a week each
quarter, maybe an intensive two-week immersion. A sampling of recent
projects includes .

Measurement of 02 and pH in
Muscle
Immunology of Multiple Sclerosis
Superconducting Films and
Structures
Paper Recycling Technology

Cultural Diversity in the Workplace
Origins of English Words
Precast Concrete for Earthquake
Loading
Breeding/Producing Fruit Crops
Configuring French Identity
... and many more

Most_do not requir~ special _skills. You can b~ involved. To reserve your
spot man information meeting (parking p~ov1ded) or for more information call

(612) 624-5092
A Ila~ special fee is char~ed lo'. instruction and participation in REX proietts {usually $150):
cred1trl!91strat1on(opt1onal)1sbasedonper--credit1uitionrates;personalexpenses(suchastravel)areextra

Continuing Education and Extension

~RESFARCH

i'c.WEXPLORATIONS
an equalopportunityeducatorandemploYer
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Cruise the Santa Monica.
Stop off in JerseY,,
Then head out to England.
Before you hotfoot out of town for the summer,
stock up on travel tunes.

10.95ea
COMPACT DISC
list 17. 99

7.95ea
CASSETTE
list 10.95

'

IITB/
Bruce Springsteen
GREATEST HITS
Columbia

Sole p.rices good
through Moy 18.

MORE CHOICE. LESS PRICE. GUARANTEED.
Westgate Retail Center, St. Cloud, 240-9228
Open Mon - Thurs: 10 - 10, Fri - Sot: l O - l 1, Sun: 11 - 7

SJ-8302-ossc

